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Unlocking my Lockdown



Task Focus: Making Spikey Fun Hedgehogs
Listen to the Happy Hedgehog Song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asGbIY3MTqo

Key Information:

These Hedgehogs are feeling a bit prickly, they like to hibernate, in cosy places and stay at home. 

Task

Starter- Talk about where Hedgehogs live and why you see them in Autumn

How do you think the Hedgehogs are feeling after lockdown? 

Do you feel the same?

Discuss why they might be feeling  prickly coming back to school?
Listen to the Happy Hedgehog Song
What movements can you do to show you are happy

1. Colour Hedgehog then use a pen to draw spikes

2. Colour Hedgehog then use a fork to paint the spikes

Extension:Go outside and collect leaves

1. Colour the Hedgehog and use PVA glue to Stick on leaves

2. Tidy up

3. Discuss how the Hedgehogs are feeling now
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asGbIY3MTqo


Summer Tree                    Autumn Tree



Can you name these materials you will need for 

drawing :

Materials Needed:
Worksheets-Colour pencils and pens, Leaves 
PVA glue, spreader  



Can you name the materials you will need for 

painting:
Materials Needed:
Worksheets- Forks, Paint, Mixing tray, Water Pot, Aprons



Name__________________________  Date____________



Name__________________________  Date____________



Name__________________________  Date____________



Name____________________  Date________
1.Make a tree changing from summer to autumn colours

a. draw round your hand
b. paint or colour the hand
c.Practice dabbing action
d. use back of brush to dab the leaves



Step 1 Draw  around your arm and hand to make a 

tree shape

Step 2 Paint the hand in brown like a tree!



Step 3. Use the back of the brush to paint Autumn 

leaf dots you can add some grees to show how the 

leaves change from Summer to Autumn



Name________________   Date____________

2.Colour the Squirrels in colours that make you feel happy or you could 

try Autumn colours brown, yellow and orange!



3. Create a Tree Collage



Name_________________  Date_____

Paint the trees in to show the different leaf colours from summer Greens, 

Autumn Orange, brown and yellow, to Winter Bare



Name_________________  Date_____

Paint the trees in to show the different leaf colours from summer Greens, 

Autumn Orange, brown and yellow, to Winter Bare


